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The many benefits of a successful Integrated
Facilities Management (IFM) program are grounded
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order age
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platform
that streamlines
and financial spend
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• Emergency Map displaying status of emergency work
enhances
organizational
agility.
orders with a real-time
weather
overlay (Figure 1)

NEST’s industry-leading work order management system, Facilitate—a powerful tool that optimizes
• Work Order Management pages providing filter, sort and
client
work order management and delivery while providing insights to help your business grow.
export capability while the user can add comments,

key fields
and attach
documents
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The update
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comprehensive service detail, mobile- and browser-friendly functionality, and full program visibility that
• Proposal Management allows users to view, approve and
empowers
strategic decision making.
decline proposals associated with a work order

Access to Facilitate is free to clients and contractors (no subscription or tech fees) and is available via a
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secure
portal
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viewing
and editing
rights. Agile Software methodology supports the
approve or reject invoices individually or in mass as well
continuous
rollout of improved features and functionality to boost ROI sooner.
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How
It Works
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• Invoice Management to allow clients to review and either
Emergency Map displaying the status of emergency
work orders with a real-time weather overlay
approve or reject invoices individually or in mass as well
Key Benefits
(Figure 2).
as track capital expenditures
Location and
asset management
• Seamlessly
manage and pages with history, notes, photos, programs, and other details.

Figure 1: Emergency Map with Weather Overlay

• On-the-go, real-time program
tracking with a mobile friendly
solution

•

Location and Asset Management pages allows clients to
review history, notes, photos, programs, and other details

•
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automate daily workflow for
every work order

FIGURE 2

• Track program costs through
robust analytics on-demand and
in real-time
• Elevate facilities operations with
a secure portal for both clients
and service providers to interact
withDetails
the NEST team
Figure 2: Work Order

Figure 1: Emergency Map with Weather Overlay

•
•
•

Proposal management to view, approve, and decline proposals with tiered approval levels.
Invoice management to review and approve invoices individually or in batch form and track
capital expenditures.
Survey pages to provide full visibility into survey detail and photos from the NEST Quality
Assurance team’s fieldwork.
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Figure 2: Work Order Details
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Leverage Facilitate to Advance Your Organizational Goals

KEY FEATURES

Facilitate provides data that is actionable at the highest organizational levels. In addition
to driving operational efficiencies, Facilitate is a financial tool (Figure 3) that integrates
with your ERP system to provide insights that inform C-suite strategies.

• Monitor work order
progress throughout
its lifecycle.

Real-time data exports include program spend history and trends with granular detail,
asset management, preventative maintenance, contractor productivity, category costsdown to the GL Code level, and more.

• Day-to-day and big
picture insights into
facilities operations
and their impact on
the business.

Organizations can even measure their program spend and trends against NEST’s
industry benchmark data.
Facilitate’s reporting and analytics-including push reporting and interactive
visualization tools-enable users to leverage program data for improved forecasting,
budgeting, and executive decision making.
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Using an IFM solution gets your FM team out of the tactical daily grind and drives real
cost savings to your business. Let NEST leverage its decades of industry
expertisetotothe stores and
seamless
drive FM technology excellence with Facilitate and its IFM solution for your
organization.
NEST’s
account team continues
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Figure 3: Financial Overview by GL Code Sample
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to diligently work to learn our
business requirements and
execute to our service level
agreements.”
David Connelly, Director,
Purchasing, Five Below
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